Pre-Reader

Brown Baby Lullaby

Who Will You Be?

by Tameka Fryer Brown

by Andrea Pippins

JP Brown
From sunset to bedtime, one very
active baby keeps Momma and Papi
busy. But yummy tummy kisses and
warm snuggles make this bebito
sleepy, just in time for bed.

JP Pippins
A mama wonders who her child will
grow up to be. Will her little one be
curious like Grandpa and
adventurous like Auntie Amina?

Up, Up, Up, Down
by Kimberly Gee
JP Gee
Sharing an energetic day of opposites
with Dad, an exuberant toddler
demands to be picked up and
immediately put down, refuses and
then eats breakfast, makes and
breaks a castle in the sandbox, and
scrambles up the courage to jump
into the pool.

Baby

Old MacDonald Had a
Baby
by Emily Snape
JP Snape
New father Old MacDonald spends a
day caring for his baby, with a little
help from the farm animals.

Nonfiction Books
A Baby Like You
by Catherine Thimmesh

A Big Bed for Little Snow
by Grace Lin
JP Lin
Celebrates the first snowfall of a
child’s life in the story of a little boy
who struggles to resist jumping on
his fluffy new bed.

Little Poems for Tiny Ears
by Lin Oliver
JP Oliver
This delightful collection of original
poems celebrates the everyday
things that enthrall little ones, such
as playing peekaboo, banging pots
and pans, splashing at bath time,
and cuddling at bedtime.

J591.392 Thi
Whether it’s a first step or a first
bath, all babies celebrate milestones
as they grow. Connecting adorable
babies across our ecosystem—from
polar bear cubs, giraffe calves, and
zebra colts, to human babies.

Big Green Crocodile:
Rhymes to Say and Play

Wee reads with baby
#abc123

by Jane Newberry
J811.608 New
The rhymes cover the day, from
morning playtime and lunchtime to
being out and about, teatime,
evening playtime, bathtime, and
bedtime. They feature jungle
animals, farm animals, buzzing bees,
big green crocodiles, and
lots more!
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Board Books
Where's the Zebra?
by Ingela P. Arrhenius
JT Arrhenius
A series of friendly safari animals
hiding behind bright felt flaps. A
mirror on the final spread makes for
a satisfying ending to the book’s
search-and-find inquiries. (Where
are you? There you are!)

B Is for Baby
by Atinuke
JT Atinuke
Baby stows away on big brother's
bicycle during a visit to Baba's
bungalow in a neighboring village,
set in West Africa.

You Are Light
by Aaron Becker
JT Becker
An ode to the phenomenon of light.
Follow as light reflects off the earth
to warm our faces, draws up the sea
to make the rain, feeds all the things
that grow, and helps to create all the
brilliant wonders of the world,
including ourselves.

Your Nose!: A Wild Little
Love Song
by Sandra Boynton
JT Boynton
Starring a little fox child and a big
fox parent, here’s a loving ode to
terrific noses of all kinds. It’s a
celebration of the love between a
parent and child—and of the
beautiful, boop-able noses we love.

Who?: A Celebration of
Babies
by Robie H Harris
JT Harris
Who? explores the relationships
babies form with the people and
things they love the most. The text’s
repetitive verse and melodic voice
will captivate babies and toddlers
and draw them into the sounds and
images of the book.

Yoga Bunny: Simple Poses
for Little Ones
by Sarah Jane Hinder
JT Hinder
Introduces young readers to
ten yoga poses inspired by
woodland creatures.

Library Babies
by Puck
JT Puck
Book-loving toddlers gather at the
local library to enjoy favorite
activities, from story time and
puppet shows to getting a first
library card and traveling into other
worlds through reading.

Goodnight, Rainbow Cats
by Bàrbara Castro Urío
JT Urio
One-by-one twelve colorful cats,
viewed through die-cut holes, return
to the big white house, and settle
down to sleep.

Spanish
Mamá Goose
by Alma Flor Ada
Spanish JT Ada
This bilingual board book presents
beloved lullabies from all over the
Spanish-speaking world.

Where is? El Chavo =
Donde Esta? El Chavo
by Patty Rodríguez
Spanish JT Rodriguez
The boy known as "El Chavo"
hides around the neighborhood,
but not in all the places where the
reader may look for him.

Cuddle = Abrazos y Mimos
by Elizabeth Verdick
Spanish JT Verdick
Babies snuggle up to blankets,
stuffed animals, pets, and
people, depicting the many loving
connections that can come
from touch.

Picture Books
Love You Head to Toe
by Ashley Barron
JP Barron
Compares newborn babies to baby
animals on every page. Bright, playful
illustrations show a different baby
and a different species of animal,
both engaged in similar behavior:
babies stretch their limbs like sea
stars, splash in the water like
ducklings, toddle around like bear
cubs, and fill their chubby cheeks like
chipmunks.

